
I present to you oddlands

A parcosm of mine first started when I was roughly 5

Il warn you now

It's unbelievably long

Likely contradicting

Dark

Cringey

And vague

• Also a lot of grammar and spellling mistakes

In our world we exist but parrella to us is oddlands a empty untouched reality

It was formed many years ago when space giants (the only living thing at the time) 
there

Were 6 space giants with the ability to control reality arcav zapp squat lonin forquin 
and alit they team use the combined power to create the universe but alit tried to 
sabotage them for this he was forced billions of lightyears into the white space 
outside the universe when he returns he uses his powers to attempt destroying the 
world but he is quickly beat by zap

And zache

Other than that lets start at the beginning

When oddlands was formed a meteor struck it

Ths meteor formed the first life on oddlands the alindys a human but shorter and 
faster with a tall head and longer chin they eventually became humans and zapp 
would travel around the world killing humans but was eventually absorbed



Over time kilot (oddlands) was separated into two groups mortals and monsters they 
fought for land and so the first super soldiers were made they experimented on 147 
people 14 of which were pregnant the experiment took place at the crater incase 
something went wrong it would be easy to kill them things went well at first they 
became powerful killing monsters at an insane rate but soon they became addicted to 
the smell of fresh blood and when there were not enough monsters to go around they 
turned to the next best victim killing humans even faster the were locked away by a 
magical force and slowly became unrecognizable killing all life in the small section of 
land the remaining monsters soon repopulated and they signed a truce with mortals to 
live in peace but prejudice still existed and monster became a slur so this wasn't the 
end

On a nearby island the humans fought off skeletons in the skeleton war until skelly 
met emit and they became friends and ended the war after this oldWorldTown also 
known as old city

immediately began starting wars with mainland the first time they won the second 
there troops were destroyed and a truce was signed off

A couple hundred years later jack is born and the nothingness takes over after his 
plotline the world is struck by alit who demolished 95% of the life on oddlands 
including plants when he's finally defeated he's trapped in a disc hopeful never to be 
seen again but we all know that's not what will happen

After the fallout jacks sword zoro the nothingness and noah are found and the sword 
is broken releasing a version of jack and the nothingness/noah noah plans to finally 
end the world but is beat by elyt blank finally ending jacks life and the nothingness 
elyt uses the sword of cores to win the sword of cores was located dead center of the 
crater and it was a sacred item of power

It was created by arcav and contains the abilities of all the og giants with the sword 
now freed from its prison alit was begging to find a way out

This is when trenten a 14 year old boy was working on his school paper he traveled to 
xit the prison in the void when they met alit use all the power he had remaining in his 
body to attempt killing the boy instead he was absorbed as he had hoped alit use the 
boy to steal the sword and take over the planet he told him he was the good guy and 
they would rule the universe together but at a certain point it became to much and 
alit was destroyed by none other than frosty himself

In a blizzard of hate and snow and the world reverted to normal

here are some more events

During the age of the nothingness around 50 years before more accurately an 
underground laboratory known as the pother fired of a series of vibrations ripping 
holes in the universe this is eventually what caused plasma to become a famous hero 



out of theses gaps 4 creatures formed the ragno which is literally a giant sentient 
volcano dinosaur 1 a gas like creature that knocked people around it out and drained 
there souls shadow eater a purple eyed humanoid who grew each time it consumed a 
life and the battle bots tiny robots that could fuse together and form demonic 
creatures

Plasma made a deal with the shadow knight skid to become a powerful shadow bender 
he use his abilities to kill the creatures perishing fatal however at the hands of 
shadow eater

meanwhile in motrom a girl named lexa was born

Years ago jordan fritz bought motrom he didn't know about the town's history of 
criminals

But when he figured out he use his powers to create 10 gems

The fire stone

The earth stone

The water stone

The light stone

The portal stone

And the five stronger ones

The night stone



The death stone

The mystic stone

The building stone

And the life stone

The stones were to given to people who became superheroes

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11PLD4NGZhkbmeSgUz2IZqOgxr0csoKxAntTv
lNasuDw/edit#gid=0

Years later they all retired and there gems merged into the infinite stone

Which a young boy named maxs bought for his rock collection

Using it he created more stones for the old heroes who were brought back to youth

Max grew up and he got stronger with his powers but after

His parents got in a fight his mother drove off and got in a wreck his father 
disappeared after that his sister was adopted and he slowly went crazy

All of that drove him insane after all was lost he created giant bubble were every 
inside was mind controlled to act neighborly and friendly he started to think it was 
the real world he loved it much until lexa came she was born within his magic mind 
controlled city but from a young age she was quite defiant one day disastour struck 
and she was hit with bolt of frozen elctricty giveing her some unique abilities she 
could slow down time rip apart reality to her likeing create ice and shoot electricty 
after learning to use her powers she began to udnderstand how bad life was inside a 



bubble where everyone was fake so one day she attacked max wakeing him from his 
false reality she began tearing apart the city whilst fighting him he was much much 
stronger due to haveing 10 stones of ability but she was tricky and in the end she 
abandoned the bubbleed town he followed her out not realizieng that it immidiatly 
destroyed the town and worse the stones lose there ability outside of the general area 
of joran fritzs but hes dead so its his corpse max immideiatly fell to the ground and 
lexa returned freeing the village people and the heros stones were retrived and 
burried with jordan other than maxes infinite stone because she couldent find him the 
assumption was he died when he fell but he didnt it it just so happened to be new 
years eve when he hit the ground he was thrust into W0 where he immidieatly got 
back up fulll of ange rhe became the 2nd person to ever escape from W0 before 
midnight he litterally tore a hole in reality by screaming a set of vibrations when he 
returned he wasnt in his time the only way to return to your time is the gate that 
closes at midnight the next day instead he found himself at the begining of time with 
nothing but a stone he needed help to so useing the stone he created some friends

arcav zapp squat lonin forquin and alit the original space giants but actually he made 
7

arcav got the fire stone zapp the light stone squat the water stone forquin the life 
stone alit the death stone lonin received the a custom stone of relationships

and a unknown giant known as bazil the galaxi queen she took the rest of the stones 
and made the other 987 space giants that came after the world was made she also 
made the other 200 mini giants that roamed the earth before handing the stones to 
alit and becoming dormant alit use the stones with the help of the other giants to 
create 3 objects the core a object that can grant wishes the sword which they put 
deep within a meteor and fired at woodlands and finally merged it back into one 
stone again they gave it to max who was instantly attacked as he attempted to bring 
the world into existence using everyones powers by alit alit took the stone but they 
grabbed it and use it first creating the rest of the universe and shooting alit deep into 
the white space with the stone this killed max once and for all alit kept the stone 
until he returned to the universe using trenten when he was finally killed the stone 
was returned to past jordan fritz who absorbed its powers to continue the timelines 
loop

more characters? okay

as you know when the crater hit the experimented there the pregnant woman's 
children were born and raised in society in a town called Normville where powers and 
magic and oddness was banned as a revolt against the wars it caused the people in 
this town were quite frankly emotionless and bland performing the same routine 
everyday till they died except the 14 children who soon developed emotions and 
abilities they became known as the 12 after one died and one refused to join them 
they lived for eternity protecting righteous

eventually it was narrowed down to 10 during a war against the floridian empire



the floridian empire is a monarchy from a void realm that ripped into oddlands and 
obliterated everything they were silver humanoids that could morph and rode boats in 
space \when they crashed into oddlands they depleted the population by 45% of the 
population leaving 10 rings

the ring of elements was a silver ring with a red blue green and white dot it allowed 
its user to bend elements

the ring of mentality was a purple gem with a spider leg grip it aloud users to read 
minds and trap people in their dreams

the ring of knowledge was a silver ring with a green gem in the center it allowed the 
user to pass on info by touching objects

the ring of life was golden decorated with a marble flower in the center it allowed 
the user to bring things to life

the ring of light was a simple metal ring with a tiny light bulb in the center it allowed 
its user to bring light to it and send light elsewhere

the ring of death was a black ring made of two snakes crossing path there heads meet 
as a purple gem it allowed its user to kill things on contact

the ring of time is a tiny watch it allows the user the ability to speed up slow down or 
freeze time as well as time travel

the ring of reality is a yellow star and could allow you to slow reality summon things 
telekinesis and other things

the ring of perception was a hypno circle attached to a black ring it allows you to 
summon illusions

and the tenth and most powerful ring was the ring of wishing it allows you to grant 
wishes for yourself or others

theses rings were discovered they were immediately stolen and spread around the 
world causing the war to break out between mainland and old city

but before that war broke out someone by the name of 6-7 stole them and used the 
time traveling properties of them to go to the future learn everything about the war 
and return to capitalize off of it quickly becoming the most powerful politician 6-7 
use his future intel to monopolize off tiny eventa and exploit war soon he became 
power hungry and decided to gain more power he needed to steal another ring so he 
slaughtered the owners of every ring till he had 7 out of the ten the other three were 
the ring of elements the ring of death and the ring of light they were gathered by 
rowen a drifter mazo a winged human and raylee a cyborg girl with a robot arm raylee 
took the element ring and use it on her cyborg arm to absorb elements and fire them 
mazo took the ring of light allowing him to blind predators



and obviously rowen took the ring of death however this specific ring was diffrent it 
wouldent let it be removed from its user leaveing rowen depressed for the instant he 
neared anythiing it perished he moved to Mount hayville near the middle of oddlands 
reaching insane heights the top is baically space you lose most gravity and have little 
oxygen he hid near the center to avoid killing anyone and when he arrived at the area 
he wanted to move to he discovered a cave after entering hw found alits core and 
when he got near the ring took over his mind unleashing a hellish wish until the world 
a virus of rot began to spread crawl ing through the soil eating all life moveing at a 
steady 32 miles and hour in each direction consumeing every bit of life and everything 
in its pathat this time 6-7 was unaware as in his trips to the future he had never seen 
the virus so he had no knoledge of it and began searching for the death ring useing a 
magic gps he traced it to the mountain after climbing a few hundred miles he noticed 
a dark oiily layer climbing down the mountain at an alarming rate this was the so 
called virus the death virus caused rowens skins to peel and his flesh to mutilate till 
he was nothing but a skellition covered in chunks of rotten flesh and skin he was also 
trapped within the cave and began going insane the virus slid down to 6-7 instantly 
dissovleing his hand he use his other hand to slit the rope and fall to the pass below 
he ran down the mountain the oily substance constantly behind until he had an idea 
he reched for the reality ring but slipped dropping it into the icy pass so on instinct he 
leaped off the mountain after it surviveing only by grabbing the ring seconds before 
hitting the ground he teleported to the surface and began contacting authorites 
meanwhile rowens new insane variant was ripping through the stone walls when he 
escaped the cave he discovered that a ring had been dropped the ring of life rowen 
picked it up and immideatly began regenerateing he was no longer human all he was 
was a shell a husk whose only goal was mass death and suffering the crature slid the 
ring onto his other hand which was covered safely by a glove and began its decent 
down the mountain through its goo of detath when it arrived at the bottome 
authorites were waiting guns pointed high rowen simply grimaced and lifted his hand 
up and each one was immideatly killed as they hit the oily floor the were covered in a 
dark substance loseing there humanity and becomeing souless entitys the virus was 
proclaimed the eternal death aka TED and so rowens new form was named TEDDY ted 
spread across oddlands killings thousands eventually 6-7 decided to step in as most of 
mainland had been killed he use the remaing rings to summon a powerfull blast but it 
didnt work teddy nearly killed him but he escaped in time and decided to collect the 
other two rings and return he found mazo and tried to reason but he refused so 6-7 
attempted to kill him he was blinded and had his rings stolen mazo took them and 
wore them at once luckily for 6-7 he still had the time ring though mazo decided if he 
could collect them he could prtoect the world from there harmful properties so he 
met up with raylee who easily agreed as long as she could helpwhen they made it to 
ted he had already killed thousands mazo tried to reason but immideatly was attacked 
raylee on the other hand turned to mazo and shot him with a ball of helium trapping 
him inside a floating bubble she leaped up grabbing the bag of rings and equipping all 
of them in her bionic arm she flung her hadn in the air and the oily liquid ebegan 
floating up as she ripped the ring of life off his gloved hand and into her bionic arm 
the ring of death hover was gone it had became rowen and rowen it the beast howled 
and shot oil towards her which she quicklly dodged ending the fight when she leaped 



into the darkness fireing a blast of life into it the death consumed her as it reformed 
into rowen again leaveing only the ring of light in the sky with mazo the ring of life on 
the ground next to the ring of death the ring of time with 6-7 and the one ring that 
survived the death the ring of memory these rings were collected by rowen when he 
returned to the surface other than the time one obviously which was split into 3 
versions one allowed future travel one allowed past travel and one allowed frreezing 
of time the remaing one made it actually 4 versions the remaing one effected the 
speed of time these were given to rewind pause and fastforward his nephews for a 
reason that only he knew as he seen it in the future and he kept the remaining one for 
himself which he use to train for and impossible amount of time before returning to 
reclaim the remaining rings he found mazo and instantly killed him stealing the rings 
and equipping the final ones he took every ring up the mountain fused them together 
in a blast that killed him leaveing one remaing ring known as the ring of life and death 
which actually granted you the abilitys of memory time life death and light 76 years 
later rewind and fastforward who can now live forever due to there rings opened a 
tear in time releaseing a monster from a time after time this will be one of the only 
reemaing forms of life after reality ends its known as the raptor its awgiant black 
worm with sharp teeth many other beings entered from the tear and crowed the 
planet with violence pause tried to use his ability but things from other times 
wouldent freeze so instead he was torn apart dieing instantly and unleasehing a 
powerfull blast which snapped the tear shut rewind tried thousands of times to save 
him by rewinding but couldent and fastforward went to the future but found himself 
lost in other timelines until eventually he ended up way back in the day he was born 
he had gained the knowledge of everything ever and told his uncle about the rings and 
how he needed to continue the loop then fastforward met up with rewind and they 
opened a gate to a time when pause existed and kidnapepd him then all together 
useing fastforwards infinite knowledge the performed and ultimate reset sending 
everything back to its time and reseting the universe this time they werent born so 
the rift never opened there identys were forced out of the universe and sent into a 
seperate one oddlands is a planet in a galxy known as pilot pilots a galaxy in a 
universe known as Maxot named after max obviously the universe however is part of a 
infinite set of variants known as WEB1 maxot and everything else inside WEB1 is 
sentient so it can force people into other parts of it or other webs other webs 
allthough there are only 6 are usually not the best place to be for instance WEB 0 is 
an endless void whose universes contained arent sentient No web is similar to another 
performing and ultimate reset doesnt effect other webs but it does effect everything 
in the web it accurs in speaking of time theres also a name for that each second in 
time is known as a biollop and exist soley within your web timetraveling in between 
webs can happen but it will only send you where you were at the time not the 
universe around you its almost impossible to leave your web unless your kicked out by 
the universe but thats rare so where did rewind pause and fastforward end up and 
wheres the white space if its not inbetween webs what is inbetween webs well to 
awnser question one they were forced into one body known as TimeWind the awnser 
to the second question the whitespace is inbetween sections of the web so you can 
end up in other versions of reality from there inbetween webs theres creatures known 
a livintos which are like space giants exept only 5 there called universe giants there 



names are 1 2 3 4 and 5 1 can create life 2 can create death 3 can create time 4 can 
create reality and 5 can create power this whole dramatic mess ended a couple years 
after rewind pause and fastforward should have been born most history played out the 
same until the rings were found rowen became ted and was killed by raylee but 
instead 6-7 kept the ring of time and killed mazo to get the ring of life and death 
fuseing it with his time ring he created the ring reality with the same abilitys as the 
ring of life and death plus the ring of time he hid the ring in a chest in the mountain 
where the wish was made and jumped off a tower useing some ability to send himself 
to a void where time didnt exist and he was alone he wasnt seen again over time 
oddlands was taken over by a strict goverment were magic ceased to exist until libbie 
rose was born she went on a casual hike but ended up high in the mountain where the 
wish orb was she discovered the ring of reality and experinced all of history from the 
memory area she then use her ability to take down the goverement before finnally 
smashing the ring in doing so she was sent to a pocket diminsion of eternal hell this 
also caused a chain of events that went like this the goverment crashed the leaders 
son ran away the leaders son fell into a wormhole the leaders son woke up in the 
white space with no memory he decided to go by 6 after meeting 5 who was visiting 
the web he lived in 6 became an honorary universe giant and eventually gained the 
ability to create perception this new universe giant kind of just kinda broke physics 
smashing the alternate realitys from each web into each other and eventually webs 
started smashing into each other createing a huge mess of realitys this time was 
known as the down fall and wasnt really a great time for anything the universe giants 
ceased to exist and the space giants barely kept the realitys together eventually when 
all was said and doen the univeses and diminsions and webs existed as one 
unescapeable reality luckily there wasnt much overlap the new universe was named 
Kirty and was sentient it bassicaly ate itself till every variant copy of a liveing thing 
was gone and each web had been shrunken into a planet this led to alien travel 
causeing oddlands to gain visitors and increase diversity but other than that not much 
changed the space giants became the most powerful creatures again and life 
continued during this the however timewind was reborn and 6-7 re-appeared in 
oddlands they both met and became leaders splitting the planet in two but soon they 
died and new leaders were elected eventually things become normal again

nothing however lasts forever eventually oddlands came to an end when the creator 
fired off a blow of electrical patterns which caused the magic borders to break 
unleashing the other pups and others into the world not only this but humans and 
mushrooms alike began mutating into strange creatures until oddlands was known as 
PitchCork a kingdom ran on strangeness and anarchy it actually stayed like this for 
1000s of years before eventually everyone had died off or left it

much more happened during the timeline for instance way back when jack was born 
he actually had a sister,jill

eventualy she changed her name to Jay to avoid being made fun of for "jack and jill" 
when there parents died jack moved to krogam with there grandmother but she was 
an adult so she instead headed west past the tower and into the land of bob the land 



of bob has some unique properties its a forest only a couple miles in each direction 
but its sentient and is a weak point in reality causeing pysics to break in some areas 
its also known for being a pockekt dimnision at any moment you can be sent to and 
infinite forest diminsion filled with monsters this is actually where forestlings and 
mushroom folk come from any way as she delved deeper until she found herself in the 
pocket diminsion she stumbled through the endlless forest not knowing the trouble 
shed gotten herself into the deeper she went the more sentient the forest became 
and it began to grow fond of her for every where she went she spread joy at least in 
the forests eyes from her perspective she was trying to survive "feeding" birds was 
just her failing to lure them in (read jay and Jacks life's for the finished life story ) 
dureing the age of anarchy the heros rya hart (hartbreaker) zexkon (zexi) livita 
(liv/angel) M0(Monochromatic)alistor*quantum)

they were all sort of anti heros mono had D.I.D alistor was skitzo livita was addicted 
to angel juice (liquid crack cocaine)zexkon had no family and rya was insane they 
didn't fight for justice at all other than mono who kidnapped children from bad lives 
and killed them because he's nutzo

eventually these heros were all killed by the 14th ruler which il now explain the 
fallout was caused by a timer max set on the universe he told his fellow giants to 
destroy the universe when it ended however now nobody wanted to so they started 
fighting on whether or not to destroy it the giants became weaker {space and 
universe} until they were forced to retreat into human bloodlines afterwards there 
wasn't any magic and the universe started falling apart physics broke and laws were 
meaningless this would have caused if it weren't for the fact people are useless 
without a ruler it eventually became anarchy each of the 16 rulers had gotten abilities 
from a giant meaning they had magic here's some info about each one

1-eliz-she was 16 during the fallout and began using the universe giant of destruction 
to obliterate everything she was overtaken by

2-zinky bints-he was unborn when the fallout happened but was born with the 
universe giant of creation he ran a successful government but was killed by

3-monti-she was 22 when the fallout started she had the universe giant of life 
allowing her to rule for 4000 year until

4-alexi hems was born 4200 years after the fallout with the space giant of death he 
started a monarchy



he's the only known person to ever tame the death magic his monarchy rained another 
10 lifetimes

5-he was born with the abilities of the giant of perception he ruled momentarily then 
died

6-she had the universe giant of time and use this to rule for another 5000 years but 
upon death was erased from reality

6-2-he was also born with the time giant and use his ability to rule for exactly 8 days 
then died

7-zapp she was born with zapp and use his abilities to shockwave threaten everyone 
she stepped in a puddle and died zapp wasn't able to spread through her bloodline as 
she had no kids but

7-2- found her corpse and cut her arm absorbing zache he was a evil person and ruled 
till he died of old age

8-hazels great great great great....etc granddaughter inherited the abilities and went 
nuts she ruled 20 years before leaping into a tear in reality her name was liyla

9-we don't speak of 9 they had the abilities of alit

10-there were no record of him it's mostly agreed he had the abilities of arcav

11-no records of her either she appears however to have been powerful legend tells 
she had the powers of bazil



12-turns out jordan fritz is considered a giant after death he became one and was 
absorbed by emilia rose they ruled 80 years fairly

13-same with lexa apparently anyone who came in contact with the gem became a 
giant after death (not max though niko harts wrote his entire life in a diary including 
the fact he contained lexa their storys odd though he claims they fell in love and 
fused into one being ruling for 40 years however other claims insist he was seduced 
then had his body taken over as lexa went on a spree of horrible things

14-the only non magic ruler his name was grits and he gained power by selling angel 
juice and leading a drug cartel the odd part? he was 11 yet alive during the fallout 
what happened was he 10 during the fallout his family was killed and he became 
violently angry he wandered the world for a year before coming across a fountain 
underground the created cherub juice when mixed with halo dust and angel juice 
after one sip though he discovered his mixture was to strong and was literally sent a 
couple thousand years in the future he searched the world another year found the 
fountain and began mass producing it eventually ruling the world eventually he died 
and was taken over by

15-lonin and evergreen ruled by making people fall in love with her she died when a 
blind asexual fought her

16-the final ruler also had a strange story you see his giant was actually jackpirates 
grandmother turns out she received the gem from a friends friend named you guessed 
it jordan fritz meaning she had touched it when she put it in her shop this also elect 
the possibility of jack or her friend touching it i get into that later though the final 
ruler and jacks grandma beth were really bad rulers not bad as in evil bad is in how 
the hell did you get so powerful they actually never killed anyone and drank a lot of 
tea they both died of old age

Then what? what about jack? what about the friend?

well lets get into it jack did touch the stone at one point but only the jackpirate from 
became a space giant guess which? i'll give you a hint there a pirate ive already 
mentioned nothing? well it was hazels



the friend was named roi and he well he became the reaper and gained the ability to 
go to the past convince jordan to give him the stone thus looping everything then the 
reaper went to the very beginning of time with a custom stone of life after death that 
max actually use to create the new reaper heaven corp and hell corp aswell as limbo 
corp wait death in oddlands lets talk about that

what happens when I die? What happens when they die?

well to start when i die another version of me will rund oddlands for 1000 years then 
nivag will take over for 10 years until its safe fore coco to move back into the 
imaginary friend agency

after that the human bodies will perish and the anarchy period will begin

after that the universe won't be destroyed but life will cease to exist until 1000 years 
after the full end of kilot the giants will be resurected and they will fuse together to 
become a final me il revampt the universe this wont be me but it will be the oddlands 
me he will imagine coco back into existance and reform oddlands in a new way im not 
aure what will happen next adventures? magic? joy? death? pain? but it will be 
incredible what happens after someone dies though lets pretend your a oddlandian

you get struck by lightning then what? well you meet the second grim or as hes called 
mr.grim who slices you and then you awake in an elevator where your deeds are 
calculated if your good your allowed one of three options volunteer for a job which 
will allow you more fullfiillment

cease to exist

or go to "heaven" whereyou live in a goodplace style world that isnt actually secretly 
hell

if your bad your given two options

work and reduce your bad deeds thus lessing your time in hell (its like prison 
depending on what you did you may eventually be allowed to leave but it will take a 
long time either way and some are never allowed out) or just go to hell corp whic is 
mor elike helluva boss hell not toruture just chaos and violence if you die after death 
you cease to exist or in rare accations become a higher employee which means you 
can no longerdie okay? what if your deeds are equal well first off your traumatized by 
your elevator amashing around before crashing in limbo where you get to live 
eternally limbo is a library infinite in each direction containing evrypossible life 
descicion etc theres no bottom either htough so you have to jump off paltforms tied 
to the side of the bookshelfs the librarians insane and mr.grims ex wife so she will 
errase you ffrom existance if she seesyou that is unless youw ere a misscariage or 
babby there treated diffrently your deeds arent counted till two and upp so if you 
dieyou go to limbo she will raiseyou as 2 or youngers actually grow after death until 
there about 16-25 years old at which point they just stopthen you can choose to live a 



life in the huamn world with no memory go to hell.corp or go to heaven corp nix and 
liz are misscarage given this oppurtunity they dont know and decide to hide from the 
limbo goverment they accidently wipe out a group of historical figures by detsroying a 
coupld thousand bookshelfs as punishment there sent to earth its done quickly though 
so the gov forgets to make them babsy and wipe there memories they plan world 
domination after there plotline with norman the move back into limbo what happens 
if you stay on your elvator when it lands in heaven or hell weell it just continues 
downwards through a tunnel then explodes falling into an area on top of limbo {up 
isnt infinite}known as elevator hell its just a pile of every elevator evr used plently 
come in every second eventually you will either be crusehd or the gov will find you

okay so do oddlandians know this?

some belive it some are atheist there areonly 4 belif systems one the correct one two 
space giants are from anotherworl where you go after death 3 nothing happens or four 
your reborn

okay so do they have like a massiah? are there angels ? is there a god and a satan ? 
what do these things look like? do they go to oddlands? lets awnser all that real quic 
1.not really they have prince whose an angel that came andkilled demons when they 
began infestingoddlannsds

2.yes they are bicaly accurate angels and also non bibbicaly its a mix

3.kind of the satan is whoever in hell is strongest but its not an official title

3.b.not really the saem as ours hes a buissness man with a ball of light fro a head he 
enjoys goldfish

4.already awnsered in the other questions

5.yes demons cause bad vibes but binnybinblacking or binny for short fights them 
binny was given powers by prince so know he lives forever fighting demons he has an 
eye on his forehwad his hand his chest and and eye above each of his fingers that 
float around each eye allows him another abilityy when equipped through the eyeon 
his chest binny although its not important is jewish asa throw back to jesus and as a 
way to make oddlands diverse

each eyeisnamed theone on the back is pots

the one his righ thand is slayer the one on the left is capture the one on his chest is 
absorb the one on his foreheadis sight the ones on his fingers are as follow

index1-prickly

middle1-pain



ring1-levitate

index2-illusion

middle2-form

ring2-jump

guess what they do lol

lets go back a little bit

first some facts

canonicaly the solar system exists in kilot

there are aliens on the planets

all but a few

saturn is sentient

i also started playing fnaf in

2021 and made a rippoff known as clayman

the story took place of a video game series Clayman 1

clayman owns a candy shop were there are magical clay statues out for blood your the 
nightguard

Bots

Bixbie vents



Jerome doors

Kido doors and vents

Maximas right door

Clayman 2

The rumors destroyed his old store but he rebuilt it your the night guard

Bots

Joey doors

Karma vents

Laxs cam that he appears on off or he will attack

Mixer hiede in vent

Dj when his music play shut of power

Clayman 3 scrapped nightmares



In agony he scrapped it all in a warehouse where his clueless son works as night guard

You are clayman's son

Glitch

Clayman he wonders he peaceful

Dax he will enter your room if you don't reset generator once his brothers arrive you 
die

Pax he will enter your room if you don't close your doors when he's near by once his 
brothers arrive you die

Max he will enter your room if you don't hide in vent when he appears on cams once 
his brothers arrive you die

Dexter vents

Rex doors

Clayman the factory short film

Clayman discovers the government plans to end the world with his powers and they 
have kidnapped his grandson dave he saves dave and enters clayman's nightmares 
dave is helped to escape by jeff aka glitch and his dad fred falls into the clay molder 
glitch uses a force field but in the process gets stuck to dave is running from a villain 
and also falls into the force field the clay is killing the force field its been up for 2 
days clayman wakes up and saves them but dies in the process he jumps in and 
absorbs it all this kills him after he dies his experiment the dark clay opens



Claymans nightmare

He gets buzz sawed in half after realizing he's horrible

The five people that originally died

Give him nightmares of what he did to them

The dark clay chronicles

Twister he cant enter through door because he has no arms its not locked though so 
close the vents

And the blobs close vent door or window there at

Scrap yard the finale

Years after everything the bots are sent to the woods and the clay merges with trash 
you get lost in the wood you must head out for wood to light your fires

Jake left light on

Eddy right light on



Shadow vent closed

Beast door closed

Dodo and scarp no noise when salvaging

Jimmy hide when he enters

Timmothy find toaster

Kimmy turn off lights

Jerry head into the woods

Nightmare when you hear him in the woods use flashlight quickly

Dream when you fall asleep she will visit just wake up

Also if you don't know when you dream you are attacked by the clay but pixelated so 
your goal is to die before they kill you so you wake up also during the day you go to 
the junkyard to get upgrades

the story is as follows

clayman makes clay statues useing human souls to keep his candy shop popular



his children discover this

one gets thrown into a pot a mixes with another soul

the other gets amesia then adopted then works for every company his biologicial 
father opens

he hasa son the goverment uses the clay to plan a takeover

its take your kid to workd day

the magic pot is absorbed by clay

he died

the dark clay became the nothingness

long ago a curse was set,every 1000 years a hero is born with a spechial ability,seeing 
another world known as kato a world of mystical things people there are faceless they 
roam amongst us useing there abilities to interfier some powerfull others less some 
kind other violent and vengangefull and midless theses heros are known as prophets 
there job is to use there abilities to keep the worlds from mergeing till they die in 
1000 years dureing the time there alive they age slower so they seem aged accurately

Gabe

a elderly man who offers wisdom to those who ask he runs an antique shop that ash 
frequents but hes hideing a secret hes aware of katos secrets and knew the past 
prophet he wont give his knoledge easily

Forest

a 16 year old childish wise slightly dark sense of humor and morbid tendacys shes 
quick and agile hard to befriend but once complete shes kind

Zula



a creature from kato she wears a faded pink dress with 1400s detailings and black 
heels shes wears faint white leggings and has a slight glow to her she also floats above 
the ground and doesnt speeak but finds other ways to communicate

Ash

A 14 year old prophet liveing in the 20th is imformed of his role by an elderly man in a 
dream soon after he begins noticeing the creatures of kato and begins his mission1

Jacob

ashes brother who perished in a fire years before he was born watches ash grow up 
and is treated like an imaginary friend that ash talks to like he never died

dureing the fallout magic doesnt exist and a tsunami takes people to monster island

alerting super shadow of a world outside th eisland he goes out and fights crime 
caused by the lack of laws

another story takes place in a city near the coast of old town island known as 
clockwork kingdom

a boy named

james is a young orphan

he has been bullied by many but only recently he has begun to see a side to himself

he wants justice

but does it mean he needs to murder his bullies



well he thinks so he becomes a d.i.d patient

with like 15 personalitys

he kills a bunch of folks

theres also a demon known as Tag which once summoned will chase you until spread 
on then kill you

recently learned noah owns a bag containing the nothingness\ as an explanation i've 
redone part of the lord the nothingness was defeated and obliterated by jack as usual 
and as jack became JACK PIRATE AND WENT TO ZORO but noah did not exist within 
the sword as usual he was forced into the human world with the nothingness bag and 
time watch

as another fix noah is an orphan and a genius who founded the time bomb factory 
which is un important but relevant nonetheless noah's stopwatch can protect him 
from death as well there's a demon chasing him (which is actually maxium in a form of 
existence on earth) to eliminate him the watch simply scares it off as it could 
eliminate time itself

Worldbuilding time

Everyone who can speak can speak english but most beings have a native language 
mushrooms? Mushling we also have a codeing language called kode taught at a huge 
computer shaped simulation bui;lding it uses 9 numbers and math symbols

1-if

2-then

3-affect

4-color?

5-set

6-customizable

7-create



8-destroy

9-edit

0-a/z reference a sprite

So for instance

1.(1=1)2.5.0-a.blue.

This means if 1=1 then set the color of sprite A to blue

Code is only use within the dome and can be use to alter reality within it you can also 
upload programs to the “internet”

Alrighty onto some lore revolving around the highly unstable dimension

It was recently discovered it's beyond huge

Dimensions like the oddlandian limbo are greater than anything ever conceived

So think that plus the other two afterlife's Zoro reality Bob ect every universe fused 
times 1.23

This universe is highly powerful and constantly forms reality s within itself these 
reality s are home to every story I've ever made not directly apart of oddlandian lore

Aswell I'm adding a new timeframe to oddlands

At some point

Before the fallout

Humans nearly went extinct

Because of eternal life

You see everything became perfect during the time of normviles rein



This caused a creation that allowed eternal life with the swallow of a pill

People who too this pill became tortured creatures slowly mutilating there own body's

Having kids would result in them being unable to die

Eventually a rocket filled with mutilated beings was set up by humans to launch into 
space at the crater

It combust the corpses of the other beings and mutilated unkillables fused createing 
fleshland which is basically a creator sized pile of flesh that consumes everything

Robots were made to burn the unkillables and dispose of there ashes but the robots 
became ai killing everything in sight

After pushing most unkillables into the other side

(Il talk about realitys that aren't spoken of yet in a moment)

The humans also locked away the robots in the unstable reality causing a loop in 
which they aeperated there universe from the unstable and became the one I forgot 
the name of they then breached war ripping through the reality of the past

Anyway as promised realitys I've yet to mention

The shadow realm

I briefly mentioned when talking about plasma I believe but you can enchant your 
shadow burning it into a portal

The shadow realm is a void of shadows failing toe scape before sundown allows your 
shadow to take your place I. The humans world

Other side

Also known as kato

Let's real quick get into the lore of how it actually works



In my mind like my imagination is a pocket diminson between oddlands and reality I ts 
also the inside of my body somehow and insideout type creatures keep me alive 
there's doors to different realitys and a attic of stuff one door takes me into oddlands 
that's the only way to get in without leaveing your real world you can also be sucked 
through wormholes


